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UNTITLED BERT V. ROYAL PILOT / “Pilot or Red Rover”

TEASER

CLOSE ON:

A Mexican teenager named CALLIE MARQUEZ (16), an average 
looking Mexican girl.  She’s curvier than most, but has an 
engaging smile.  Unfortunately, she’s not presently wearing 
it.

CALLIE (V.O.)
Lola.  I regret to inform you that 
American High Schools SUCK ASS.

PULL AWAY TO REVEAL:

INT. CAFETERIA - DAY

Callie has just entered.  The eyes of her classmates are all 
on her - as if she’s just walked into a surprise party.  She 
looks up and sees A PINATA hanging from a light fixture.  And 
the papier-mache effigy looks JUST LIKE HER.  She’s 
mortified.  90% of the cafeteria breaks into hysterical 
laughter.  

The sea of obnoxious teenagers parts and ANDREA PRAEGER (16) - 
gorgeous, blond, Aryan - approaches Callie with a wicked 
smile and holding a bat.

CALLIE (V.O.)
I have seen the face of evil.  And, 
not surprisingly, evil has a fake 
tan.

INT. CALLIE’S BEDROOM - MONTERREY, MEXICO - FLASHBACK - DAY

Callie and her best friend, LOLA VAZQUEZ (15), are trying - 
only slightly successfully - to learn the dance steps to the 
Lady Gaga Video du jour.

LOLA
(In Spanish)

Trust me.  You’ll thank me for 
this.

CALLIE
Lola.  English.  I have to get used 
to it.

(Considering)
And why is learning dance moves 
going to help me?



LOLA
Because in America, everyone breaks 
out into song.  And you’ll probably 
fall in love with a hot vampire.

CALLIE
(Flawlessly impersonating 
a ‘valley girl’)

Or find a pair of pants that 
magically fits my fat ass AND all 
of my new skinny friends.

LOLA
You’re really good at that voice.  
Keep that.

The girls laugh.  Lola can see that Callie’s nervous.

LOLA (CONT’D)
Don’t be scared.  You’re gonna love 
America.  And they’re gonna love 
you.

CALLIE
(Lying)

I’m not scared.  I think it’ll be 
great.  

(More resolved)
I’m the “new student” and I’ve seen 
enough ‘Gossip Girl’ to know that 
people are going to be so entranced 
by my mystique, that I’ll instantly 
be accepted into their society!

She gives Lola a reassuring smile, as we SMASH CUT

BACK TO:

INT. CAFETERIA - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - CONTINUOUS

Andrea walks over with the bat, positioning herself 
underneath the pinata.

She swings the bat and BUSTS THE PINATA.  GREEN GOBS OF 
GUACAMOLE rain down on Callie’s head.  The whole cafeteria 
erupts into laughter.

Callie covered in the goo, stares daggers at Andrea.  She 
wipes the muck off her face.

SMASH CUT TO:

OPENING CREDITS
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ACT ONE

INT. CALLIE’S BEDROOM - MARQUEZ APARTMENT - NIGHT

Callie is Skyping with Lola.

CALLIE
It’s a nightmare.

LOLA
Back up.  What happened?

Callie musters the strength to tell her story.

INT. MARQUEZ APARTMENT - DAY

Callie, her attractive mother, CARMEN (late 30’s) and her 
saucy grandmother ABUELA (60’s) survey their new, empty 
apartment in horror.  It’s not pretty, or at least not what 
they’re used to.

CALLIE (V.O.)
Okay, so we arrived in 
Jacksonville, Florida.

Trying to smooth the situation over --

CARMEN
It’s a transition.

ABUELA
To what?  Hell?

CALLIE
We’re going to make it beautiful.

ABUELA
Or we could burn it to the ground?

They all stand there.  Where to begin?

EXT. CRESTWOOD APARTMENTS - DAY

Callie carries an ENORMOUS BOX up the stairs.  The exterior 
of their new building is just as aesthetically unappealing as 
the inside.

A teenaged boy named BEN WALKER (16), average looking, comes 
out of an apartment and locks the door behind him.

BEN
Need some help?
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CALLIE
Actually.  I would love some help.  
I’m Callie.

BEN
(Shaking her hand)

Ben.  Welcome to the building.

He grabs a box that’s too heavy for him and almost falls 
over.  Callie helps him steady himself.  Taking one side of 
the box --

CALLIE
Here.  Let me help you help me.

They climb the stairs together.

BEN
So, where you going to school?

CALLIE
Winston High.  Which I’m guessing 
is going to be very different than 
Our Lady of Perpetual Contrition.

BEN
Geez.  Who’s perpetually contrite?

CALLIE
Our Lady was.  It’s a girls’ 
school.  In fact, I’ve never been 
to a school that had boys.

BEN
Brave new world.  It just so 
happens that I also go to Winston.

CALLIE
What’s it like?

BEN
Ever been to a Turkish Prison?

Callie looks concerned.

EXT. STUDENT PARKING LOT - CONTINUOUS

Andrea Praeger steps out of her very expensive SUV, dressed 
to the nines.  She wears an artificial smile.

ALEXIS “LEXY” HENDRICKS (17) - her tough-as-nails, but super 
sexy tomboy African-American best friend/”number 2” - is 
waiting for her, perched on the hood of her car.  She hops 
off and approaches.
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ANDREA
If this is about what I think it’s 
about, it can wait.

LEXY
Yes it is and no it can’t.

ANDREA
I can’t deal with it.

(To a passing student)
HILARIOUS tweet Friday night, 
Steffie!

(Back to Lexy)
I have a lot on my mind, Lexy, and 
I’m practicing ‘Zen and the Art of 
Reaming My Boyfriend a New 
Asshole.’

She waves at a few more of her friends, the plastic smile 
masking her true aggravation.

LEXY
Fine.  Suit yourself.  But I have 
information.  And you should 
probably know it before you do what 
you’re about to --

But that sentence is interrupted by MATT ABBOTT (18) - super 
hot... literally the hottest guy you’ve ever seen - obviously 
athletic and with a perfect smile.  He sees her expression 
and contemplates going the other direction.

MATT
(Awkwardly)

Hey.

He goes to kiss Andrea, but she pulls away.

MATT (CONT’D)
(Rolling his eyes)

You’re pissed.

ANDREA
(To Lexy)

I’ll find you after second.

They air kiss and Lexy leaves them, worried.

MATT
Alright.  Let me explain.
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ANDREA
No.  Let ME explain.  We got into a 
tiny fight and you changed your 
Facebook status from ‘In a 
Relationship’ to ‘It’s 
complicated.’

(No longer able to fake a 
smile)

‘It’s Complicated’ was a bad movie 
for old ladies to masturbate to.  
NOT a definer for us.  There is a 
rumor going around that you’re 
going to dump me!  Which we both 
know you don’t have the balls to 
do.  So, I suggest you keep your 
feelings and your emotions TO 
YOURSELF.  Capisce?

MATT
(Laughing incredulously)

Is that a threat?

But Andrea’s already turned on her heels and is walking away.  

She notices BRIDGET ELLIS (16) - gawky, unattractive and two 
garments away from being carted off to style jail - 
eavesdropping.

ANDREA
(Snapping coldly)

What are you looking at, blood 
clot?

Embarrassed, Bridget quickly hurries inside the school.  Past 
Callie, who’s just arrived.

Callie turns around and looks at the front doors to the 
school.  She stops a RUNNING STUDENT --

CALLIE
Excuse me.  Sorry.  Can you tell me 
how to get to Room 302?

RUNNING STUDENT
(Shrugging)

No hablo Espanol.

The kid runs off, laughing snarkily.  Callie is taken aback 
by the kid’s rudeness.

INT. ROOM 302 - HOMEROOM CLASS - MOMENTS LATER

Callie, out of breath from running, sits at a desk.  All eyes 
are on her - in the most uncomfortable way.
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The TEACHER addresses the class - who seem about as apathetic 
a group as you’ve ever seen.

TEACHER
Rather than put our new student 
through the hell of standing up and 
telling us about herself, let’s 
just assign someone to write her 
welcome article for the school’s 
website.  Volunteers?

(No one responds)
For extra credit?

Still no response.  Callie sinks into her seat.

CALLIE (V.O.)
Lola, I ask you: On what planet is 
this less embarrassing than just 
standing up and telling people 
about myself?

TEACHER
Great.  I get to assert my 
authority and choose someone.

He spies Andrea, who’s still pissy from her conversation with 
Matt.

TEACHER (CONT’D)
Andrea.

ANDREA
I’d rather not.

(To Callie)
No offense...

(To the teacher)
But I’m incredibly busy and I - 

She looks over at Callie, who is (in Andrea’s imagination) 
now wearing a MAID OUTFIT. In an exaggerated Spanish accent --

CALLIE
(Melodramatically)

Oh, Mees Andrea.  I to tell 
everyone at school how kind joo are 
to me and mi familia.  Gracias, 
Mees Andrea.  Gracias. 

Andrea has an idea. 

ANDREA
-- and I would love to.

(To Callie)
Let’s chat after class.
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TEACHER
Thank you, Ms. Praeger.

Andrea smiles, benevolently.

INT. HALLWAY - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - LATER

Callie is struggling to get her LOCKER open, when she’s 
approached by Ben.

CALLIE
Okay, who the hell is Andrea 
Praeger?

BEN
Andrea Praeger.  As of Thursday at 
3:42 PM, she was the most bangable 
girl at the school.

CALLIE
Excuse me?

BEN
Some horny loser started a website 
last year called ‘The Bang List.’  
It’s his claim to fame.  He’s 
probably unsuccessfully trying to 
date rape girls at MIT as we speak.
There’s a huge rumor going around 
that Andrea offered to pay the guy 
two thousand dollars to gain access 
to the site code.  There’s even an 
iPhone app.  People live and die by 
that list.  It’s ridiculous.

Off Callie, half repulsed/half amused --

WE ZOOM DOWN THE HALLWAY TO FIND:

Matt loading books into his locker alongside his best friend 
and Andrea’s brother, DEREK PRAEGER (17) - a jock; good-
looking - always has Matt’s back.

DEREK
You get ten points for pissing off 
my sister, but I’m deducting 
fifteen because I had to listen to 
her bitch about it all day 
yesterday.  Are you really going to 
dump her?

MATT
Nah.  Just letting her sweat a 
little.
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DEREK
Works for me.

They fist bump.

WE ZOOM DOWN THE HALLWAY TO FIND:

Andrea and Lexy, huddled over an iPhone.  Andrea’s livid.

ANDREA
Why didn’t you tell me about this 
earlier?

LEXY
God, I wish you had a rewind 
button.

On the screen:

ANDREA PRAEGER   |||||||||||||| Down 12%

FARRAH ST. CLOUD |||||||||||||| Up 4%

JOSIE ABBOTT     ||||||||||||  Up 2%

ANDREA
What the hell does this mean?

LEXY
(Crescendoing in volume)

It means that ever since Matt 
changed his status, your stock has 
plummeted.  He’s Matt.  The Matt.  
You cannot break up with him or let 
him break up with you.  Do you hear 
me?  People want what they can’t 
have!

ANDREA
Pipe down, Lex.  It’s just going to 
require a little ‘damage control.’

LEXY
Well, you’d better get crack-a-
lackin,’ ‘cause at the rate you’re 
going, you could be selling M&Ms to 
raise money for flag corps by the 
end of the week.

Off Andrea, trying to mask her abject terror --

INT. CAFETERIA - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

With trays in hand, Callie follows Ben to a table.
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They slide into a table with Bridget, who we met in the 
parking lot.

BEN
This is Callie.  Callie, this is 
Bridget.

BRIDGET
(Overly chipper)

Welcome to our country!

She smiles wide, revealing a mouth full of metal and colorful 
rubber bands.  Just then, a TAMPON hits her in the face.  She 
stands up and loudly screeches --

BRIDGET (CONT’D)
WHO THREW THIS?!  WHO THREW THIS?!

She’s wagging the tampon all over the place and everyone 
(outside of the table they’re at) is laughing hysterically.  
While Bridget’s head darts around, Ben whispers in Callie’s 
ear --

BEN
Bridget’s, uh, never gotten her 
period.  At least they didn’t dip 
it in ketchup.  That’s what they 
usually do.

CALLIE
(Compassionately)

Oh my God.  That’s horrible.

Bridget composes herself and sits back down, forcing back 
tears and trying to smile again at Callie.

There’s an awkward silence as it looks like Bridget’s about 
to sob uncontrollably and no one knows what to say.  Finally -

BEN
So, Callie’s going over to Casa de 
Andrea Praeger.

Bridget almost chokes on her CHOCOLATE MILK.  Callie has no 
idea why this seems like big news.

CALLIE
She’s interviewing me for the 
school website.

BRIDGET
(Maniacally)

Oh my God.  
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You’re actually going to see the 
inside of Andrea Praeger’s HOUSE?  
You have to take pictures and send 
them to me.

BEN
Be careful of her, Callie.  She’s a 
legendary bitch.

Callie looks over and sees Andrea approaching the “cool 
table.”  She watches her, interested.

EXT. PRAEGER HOUSE - LATER

Callie stands before the palatial house that Andrea lives in.  
She nervously rings the doorbell.

Andrea answers the door with a big smile.  Callie winces at 
the glare off her teeth.

ANDREA
Bienvenidos to my house!  Come on 
in!

(Beat.)
But wipe your feet first.

She waits while Callie does so.  When Andrea feels she’s done 
it enough, she gestures for Callie to come inside.

INT. FOYER - CONTINUOUS

Callie looks around the spacious entrance... then to the 
grand staircase, where Andrea is wearing a sparkling bikini 
and carrying a chihuahua a la Paris Hilton.  (This fantasy is 
similar to the one that Andrea had about Callie in class.)

ANDREA
Welcome Callie!  Welcome to my 
world!  You, too, can live this 
lavish, luxurious lifestyle. 
Manhattan and Hollywood are SO 
passé.  Who knew that Jacksonville, 
Florida was the new Paris, France?  
All this and more can be YOURS.

Callie snaps out of her daydream and sees Andrea, who seems 
worried about her little daze.

INT. ANDREA’S BEDROOM - LATER

It truly is a Queen’s Quarters.  Modeling photos and trophies 
abound.  Callie sits, uncomfortably, while Andrea lays 
chewing on a Twizzler.
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ANDREA
So, here’s what I’m thinking: let’s 
do a canned food drive!  To benefit 
the people from your village!  We 
could talk to --

Callie, offended, cuts her off.

CALLIE
Stop, stop, stop.  Andrea.  I’m not 
from a village.  I’m from a large 
city.  And I’m not a charity case.

ANDREA
I didn’t mean to imply --

CALLIE
Listen.  

Andrea starts to say something, but Callie holds her hand up.

CALLIE (CONT’D)
Just listen, okay?  My name is 
Callie Marquez.  I’m Mexican.  But 
I think that you - like a lot of 
Americans - have the wrong idea of 
what being a Mexican is.

(Beat.)
I love Harry Potter.  And the 
‘Twilight’ books.  Don’t even get 
me started on ‘Jersey Shore.’  
Best.  Show.  EVER.  I didn’t grow 
up in a hut and we don’t all dance 
around to ‘La Cucaracha’ and - oh 
my God - I hate stereotypes.  I 
think that my personal mission in 
life is to inform people that 
preconceived notions about people 
are just plain ignorant.  And I 
know I’m in the minority, but 
‘Grease 2’ is way better than the 
first one.  I’m thinking I probably 
want to be a molecular chemist, but 
that’s only if Randy thinks I’m 
pitchy or if Simon doesn’t think I 
have the look.  But I’m really glad 
to be here.  And I’m not talking 
about America - although I am happy 
to be here.  But I meant that I 
just think it’s really nice that 
you invited me over.  So, thanks. 

Andrea doesn’t have her fake smile on anymore.  She stands up 
and walks over to her closet and opens the door.  
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On the other side of the door is an ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTER of 
‘GREASE 2.’

CALLIE (CONT’D)
Shut UP!

ANDREA
It’s vintage, bitch.

CALLIE
Oh my God, I love you.

ANDREA
I’m sorry.

CALLIE
For what?

ANDREA
That I had you all wrong.  I didn’t 
mean to --  What you said about 
stereotypes.  I just --

CALLIE
I wasn’t saying I thought that you 
were ignorant.

ANDREA
Okay.  So, let’s just start over.  
No more stereotyping.  Friends?

CALLIE
Friends.

Andrea smiles.  A genuine smile.  Callie does also.

CALLIE (V.O.) (CONT’D)
How was I supposed to know that in 
twenty four hours time, she was 
going to try to destroy me?

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. HALLWAY - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING

Andrea and Callie are laughing together, like old friends 
when they’re approached by a cute cheerleader, JOSIE ABBOTT 
(15) - Matt’s younger sister.  She’s spunky and cool.

JOSIE
Hey.  What’s up?

ANDREA
Have you two met?  Josie, this is 
Callie.  New student.  Callie, this 
is Josie.  My boyfriend’s sister.

They exchange a pleasant greeting.

Across the hall, Ben and Bridget walk by and see Callie 
chatting with Andrea.

BEN
Ah well.  Another one bites the 
dust.  I gotta get to class.

Back to the girls --

CALLIE
So, just text me?

JOSIE
(Awkwardly)

Hola!

CALLIE
(Going with it)

You too!

Callie bounces off.  Once she’s out of earshot, Josie drops 
the cheerful act.

JOSIE
(Suspiciously)

Wow.  Okay, what’s your angle?

ANDREA
God, Josephine.  Chill.  She’s my 
new friend.

JOSIE
You don’t make friends with new 
people.
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ANDREA
I like her.  She has potential.  
She’s my new project.

JOSIE
(Disgusted)

Oh.  She’s a ‘project?’

ANDREA
(Darkening)

Yes and lest we forget that, once 
upon a time, YOU were ‘blogging’ 
about ‘iCarly.’  I rescued you.  
So, back off.

Andrea suddenly smiles sweetly and walks away.

DOWN THE HALL --

Ben being bullied by COREY, an intimidatingly hulking guy.  
His JOCK FRIENDS all laugh.

COREY
Just say it and I’ll let you go to 
class.

(Menacingly)
Say.  It.

Ben realizes the only way out of this situation is to do what 
he’s being forced to do.  He takes a breath and begrudgingly 
begins --

BEN
‘I’m an on-the-go gal and freshness 
is important to me.  That’s why I 
use Garden Delights Feminine Wash.’

The jocks all crack up, including a few passerbys.  Callie 
walks over and sees everyone laughing at him.  She walks up 
to Ben, a little perturbed.

CALLIE
What’s going on?

BEN
‘With four fun and sexy scents, 
Garden Delights makes me feel fresh 
and frisky and ready for a night 
out on the town.  It’s not your 
grandma’s douche.’

The jocks are in hysterics.  Callie looks at Ben and senses 
his pain.  The jocks walk away.  
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Ben can see that Callie is pissed and about to say something, 
but he gives her a look that says: ‘Don’t.’

BEN (CONT’D)
Let’s just go to class.

CALLIE
My Chemistry class changed.  I’m in 
A.P.  Who were those guys?

BEN
(A little too sharply)

I said don’t worry about it.  
(Softening his tone)

Okay?

Off Callie, concerned about Ben --

INT. CHEMISTRY LAB - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - LATER

The students at their LAB STATIONS are using BOMB 
CALORIMETERS.  DHIRAJ (14), is carefully studying it, giving 
Matt and Callie a chance to talk.

CALLIE (V.O.)
Lola, my new lab partner is quite 
possibly the hottest guy in the 
world.  Going to school with boys 
is surreal.

(Beat.)
Surreeeeeeeeally distracting.

CALLIE (CONT’D)
Call me crazy, but can’t you find 
out how many calories are in 
something by looking at the back of 
the bag?

MATT
I think he’s just trying to prepare 
us for if we’re ever stranded on a 
deserted island without the 
benefits of packaging.  Y’know, 
like, burn the coconut to find out 
how much exercise we have to do 
afterwards.

CALLIE
But if we’ve burnt the coconut, it 
doesn’t matter how many calories 
were in it, because it’s gone.

MATT
It boggles the mind.
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She’s looking at him; fantasizing about him.  She realizes 
what she’s doing and snaps out of it.

CALLIE
Hey, shouldn’t we help Dhiraj?

MATT
Nah.  He likes doing all the work.

CALLIE
Which is probably why Dhiraj and I 
are going to get married.  He asked 
me while we were burning our first 
Dorito.  I’m thinking about saying 
yes.

DHIRAJ
(Overhearing)

She’s lying.

Matt and Callie both laugh.

CALLIE
Get back to work, stud muffin.

MATT
Your fake boyfriend is a lot more 
receptive to your relationship than 
my real girlfriend is to ours.

CALLIE
Let me guess.

(Using her ‘valley girl’ 
accent)

She thinks you’re, like, totally 
not into her enough and, like, why 
can’t you just, like, look at me 
all the time, because I’m so effing 
important?

MATT
Something like that.

Not realizing who he’s talking about --

CALLIE
Okay, what’s the real problem?

MATT
I’m pretty sure I love her.  I just 
don’t know if I like her.
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CALLIE
My Abuela - that’s Spanish for 
Grandmother - she always says ‘If 
you don’t like the person you’re 
with, you should either kill them 
or leave - but don’t ever fool 
yourself into thinking you can 
learn to love them.’

Matt considers this as he turns back to their assignment. 

At a neighboring station, an APPALLED GIRL overhears and 
reaches for her phone.  She texts: ‘NEW MEXICAN GIRL JUST 
TOLD MATT TO DUMP ANDREA.  WTF?!?!?’

INT. HALLWAY - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Matt and Andrea have just broken up and judging from the very 
loud and forceful SLAP that Andrea gives him, she’s not 
happy.

She spins around and stomps off in the other direction.

Lexy runs over to her.

LEXY
Thought you should know that your 
new BFF was the one who told Matt 
to dump you.

Andrea turns vermillion at this news and kicks a locker.

INT. BEN’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ben’s room is kind of a disaster.  There’s stuff all over the 
place.

Callie and Ben log on to THE KNIGHT’S OBSERVER.

CALLIE
(Pointing to the screen)

There it is!

He clicks on it.  As they read, their faces drop.

MONTAGE OF:

Kids reading the article on THEIR COMPUTERS, THEIR CELL 
PHONES, etc.

ANDREA (V.O.)
Hola to our new student Callie 
Marquez!  
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She’s come all the way to 
Jacksonville from a village in 
Mexico that’s very different than 
our city.  Mostly because people 
wear shoes here and can read.

The kids laugh as they scroll through the article.

Josie is one of the kids reading and she’s disgusted by it.

ANDREA (V.O.) (CONT’D)
For Callie’s quinceañera, she 
received a donkey that she named 
Jorge.  Every day, Callie - in her 
pink sombrero that her grandmother 
wove for her - would ride her 
donkey to school.

Bridget reads it, as well.  She gets emotional.

ANDREA (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Callie’s mother is a maid and is 
out of work, so if anyone needs 
their toilets scrubbed, see Callie!

INT. BEN’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

They’re mortified.

ANDREA (V.O.)
Callie’s favorite quote is ‘los 
estereotipos son verdad.’

CALLIE
The stereotypes are true.

(Hurt; to Ben)
Why would she do this?

Off Callie, upset --

EXT. ABBOTT HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Matt and Derek play basketball.

DEREK
(Mildly amused)

Andrea’s at home crying.

MATT
(Stopping; upset)

Dude.  Why would you tell me that?
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DEREK
Look.  She’s my sister.  I love her 
by default.  But she’s also a 
spoiled little bitch.  So, any time 
she gets knocked down a peg, I have 
to revel in it a little bit.

JOSIE (O.S.)
I’m with him.

They see that Josie has found them.

JOSIE (CONT’D)
I think dumping Andrea Praeger is 
BY FAR the smartest thing you’ve 
ever done.  Sorry, Derek, I know 
she’s your sister, but she’s 
wretched.  

(To Matt)
You’re better off without her.

MATT
(Playing serious)

The reason I broke up with Andrea -- 
God, this is hard.  Um.  It’s 
because it’s YOU I’m in love with, 
Derek.  Hold me.

He playfully goes to embrace Derek.

DEREK
Get off me, fag.

He runs away.  Matt chases him, his arms outstretched.

MATT
(Loudly)

Josie, I’m gay for Derek!  And I 
don’t care who knows it!

Matt continues to chase Derek around the driveway.  Josie 
laughs.

INT. LADIES’ ROOM - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - NEXT DAY

Josie comes into the bathroom.  Andrea’s in there, touching 
up her make-up.  Awkward.

JOSIE
Hey.  Listen.  I’m really sorry 
about you and my brother.  If 
there’s anything --
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ANDREA
Drop the act, Josie.  I know how 
you really feel about me.  Which is 
fine.  I’m not with your brother 
anymore, so we don’t have to 
pretend to friends.  Now, run 
along.  And watch your back.

Okay.  If they’re going to play the honesty game...

JOSIE
You know what, Andrea?  I’m really 
not afraid of you.  Yes.  I am 
jumping for joy that my brother 
dumped you.  So, yeah.  Do what you 
want.  Cause, frankly - I don’t 
give a flying -

A toilet flushes, drowning out that last word.  Andrea 
watches with a venomous smile as Josie leaves the bathroom.

Bridget comes out of a stall.  REALLY awkward.  She goes over 
to the sink and washes her hands.  Bridget sees the moment 
and seizes it.

BRIDGET
I know it’s not my place to say, 
but she was just really mean to 
you.

ANDREA
Bridget, right?

Bridget nods, bracing herself for the usual ridicule.  But 
instead - Andrea throws her arms around Bridget - who can’t 
believe what’s happening.

ANDREA (CONT’D)
Thank you.  She can be so cruel.  
She’s just as bad as that Callie 
girl.

(Beat)
Why have we never hung out before?

BRIDGET
In sixth grade, I was at Sally 
Markwordt’s slumber party.  And you 
were there too, but I left early, 
because - well, never mind.

ANDREA
No.  Why?
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BRIDGET
You told me that if I didn’t leave, 
you were going to tell everyone 
that I humped her dog.

ANDREA
(Tearing up)

I am so sorry.

BRIDGET
Oh my God, that was - like, forever 
ago.  Don’t worry about it.

ANDREA
We should hang out.  I’m gonna call 
you, kay?

Bridget gives her a hug, before running off - ecstatic.  
Andrea smiles a cryptic smile.  To herself --

ANDREA (CONT’D)
Red rover, red rover.

Off her indecipherable smile --

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

Callie comes into class and sits in her desk.  She overhears 
TWO GOSSIPING GIRLS nearby.

GOSSIPY GIRL #1
I cannot believe that Matt Abbott 
is finally single!  Nan Feldman 
already texted him in first period 
saying she’d give him a beej, any 
time any place.

GOSSIPY GIRL #2
You’d think Nan Feldman would learn 
that blowing guys isn’t exactly 
working in her favor.  Not with 
those teeth.

GOSSIPY GIRL #1
And besides, who in their right 
mind would go from Andrea Praeger 
to Nan Feldman?

It takes a second, but Callie realizes what she’s done.

CALLIE (V.O.)
So, yeah.  I had mistakenly ruined 
the relationship of the legendary 
bitch.  
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All I needed to do was explain to 
Andrea what had happened, which is 
what I was trying to do --

INT. CAFETERIA - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

As we saw before, GUACAMOLE rains down on Callie from the 
pinata that Andrea has just smashed.

CALLIE (V.O.)
When I walked head first into what 
would henceforth be known as The 
Great Guacamole Dousing of 2010.

The kids are all laughing hysterically, except for Ben.  
Bridget, across the room, seems slightly amused.  Callie, no 
longer willing to play nice and covered in green gobs, gets 
up in Andrea’s face.

CALLIE (CONT’D)
Is that all you’ve got?

Andrea thrusts her finger in Callie’s face.

ANDREA
Oh, you have no idea.  If I were 
you, I’d make a run for the border.

CALLIE
Get your finger out of my face 
before I break you.

Andrea is scared but doesn’t make a move.  Callie slaps her 
hand away.  Hard.

CALLIE (CONT’D)
(In Spanish; subtitled)

You stupid... stupid...

She can’t think of what to say, so Callie leans in with a 
malignant look on her face and continues.

CALLIE (CONT’D)
(In Spanish; subtitled)

No one understands me anyway, so 
I’m just going to sound threatening 
and hopefully you’ll think I’m more 
dangerous than I actually am.

Not knowing what she just said, the crowd all “ooooooohs.”  
Andrea IS scared, but tries her best to conceal it.
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ANDREA
I do hope you realize what a 
mistake you just made, puta.

CALLIE
I’m not your ‘puta.’  Bitch.

They’re locked in an - excuse the pun - “Mexican stand-off.”

INT. CALLIE’S BEDROOM - MARQUEZ APARTMENT - PRESENT DAY

Callie continues her SKYPE conversation:

CALLIE
So yeah.  That happened.

(Beat.)
God, I miss you Lola.  And, okay, 
the first few days kinda sucked.  
But I know what to do now.  Which 
is just blend in.  My fantasy of 
popularity was brief, but the key 
to all of this is just moving with 
the herd.  They go right, you go 
right.  Survival for me is blending 
in.  

(Beat.)
At least that’s what I thought.

Callie smiles, knowingly.

INT. BEN’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ben lies on his bed - with his cell phone - smoking a joint.

BEN
(Into the phone)

No, I think it’s a good idea.  
Count me in.

He hangs up the phone.  From the bathroom --

GUY’S VOICE (O.S.)
Who was that?

BEN
Josie Abbott.

Shirtless, his bully COREY DALTON comes out of the bathroom 
and joins him on the bed.  He takes the joint and pulls from 
it.
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COREY
Since when are you friends with 
Josie Abbott?

BEN
I’m helping her with something.

COREY
What?

BEN
Dethroning Andrea Praeger.

COREY
And how do you plan on doing that?

BEN
Have you met Callie Marquez?  The 
new girl?  We’re going to start a 
little rumor.  Well, you’re going 
to start a little rumor.  

COREY
And what’s this rumor?

Ben leans over and whispers something into Corey’s ear.  
Corey’s jaw drops.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. HALLWAY - WINSTON HIGH SCHOOL - THE NEXT DAY

Callie, horrified, stands before Josie and Ben, who are 
grinning ear to ear.

CALLIE
(Flustered)

You told people I do WHAT?!  That’s 
disgusting and I’m not even exactly 
sure I know what it IS!

BEN
It’s kinda what it sounds like.  
Basically, it’s when a girl --

But before he can finish the sentence, Josie smacks him on 
the chest.

CALLIE
Why would you say something like 
that?

Josie lifts her phone to Callie’s face.  The BANG LIST app is 
pulled up on her phone:
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ANDREA PRAEGER   |||||||||||||| Down 2%

CALLIE MARQUEZ   ||||||||||||   New

JOSIE ABBOTT     ||||||||||     Up 1%

Callie’s eyes bulge at this new information.  But she’s kind 
of impressed... 

The passing students freeze when a blood-curdling scream 
emanates from across the school.  That scream belongs to --

INT. ANOTHER HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Andrea.  Lexy has just shown her the Bang List.

ANDREA
(Hyperventilating)

I want you to find out who she is 
and why she’s here.  Call 
immigration if you have to and 
check if she’s even legal.  I want 
her OUT OF HERE.

CALLIE (V.O.)
As a wise man once said...  

INT. CALLIE’S BEDROOM - MARQUEZ APARTMENT - NIGHT

Callie continues her Skype conversation.

CALLIE
Shit.

Callie smiles.

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF EPISODE
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